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to or- at 12.10 oJn. 

ADOPTICN OF THE AGENDA 

The* 

THE SITUATICN IN BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA 

m (interpretation from French): I should like to inform 

the Council that I have received a letter from the representative of Bosnia 

and Herzegovina, in which he requests to be invited to participate in the 

discussion of the item on the Council’s agenda. In accordance with the usual 

practice, I propose, w ith the consent of the Council, to invite that 

representative to participate in the discussion without the right to vote, in 

accordance with the relevant provisions of the Charter and rule 37 of the 

Council’s provisional rules of procedure. 

There being no objection, it is so decided. 

Ui of the-&e&i&n+. Mr. < 
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w (interpretation from French)! The Security Council 

will now begin its consideration of the item on the agenda. The Security 

Council is meeting in accordance with the understanding reached in its prior 

consultations. 

Mumbers of the Council have before them document S/24636, which contains 

the test of a draft resolution presented by Austria, Belgium, France, Morocco, 

the Russian Federation, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 

Ireland, and the United States of America. 

I should like to draw the attention of members of the Council to the 

following documents: S/24616 and 5124640, letters dated 5 and 8 October 1992 

respectively, from the Permanent Representative of Bosnia and Hersegovina to 

the United Nations addressed to the President of the Security Council 

transmitting letters dated 4 and 7 October 1992 respectively, from the 

President of the Republic of Bosnia and Hercegovina, addressed to the 

President of the Security Council: and S/24634, letter dated 8 October 1992 

from the Permanent Representative of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 

Northern Ireland to the United Nations, addressed to the President of the 

Security Council, transmitting the report of the Chairman of the Working Group 

on Confidence and Security-Building and Verification Measures to the 

Co-Chairmen of the Steering Colnnittee of the International Conference on the 

fOZllWr Yugoslavia. 

It is my understanding that the Council is ready to proceed to the vote 

on the draft reeolution before ft. Unless I hear any objection, I shall put 

the draft resolution to the vote now. 

It is so decided. 

I ehall now call on those members of the Council who wish to make 

otatsmentc before the votiag. 
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Mr. (interpretation Erom Chinese)! The Chinese 

delegation is deeply concerned with the current development of the situation 

in Bosnia and Hereegoviaa. We hope that with the cooperation of all the 

parties concerned the relevant agreements reached at the London Conference 

will be implemented as soon as possible. Therefore we do not oppose, in 

principle, the establishment of a ban on military flights in the airspace of 

Bosnia and Herzegovina with the consent of all the relevant parties to ensure 

the smooth operation of humanitarian relief activities and the safety of the 

innocent civilian population there. 

Nevartheless we have noted the concern expressed by Mr. Routros-Ghali, 

the Secretary-General, in his letter addressed to the President of the 

Security Council on 8 October 1992, in which he saidr 

"I have consistently been concerned about the implications that proposals 

to amend the mandate of UNPROFOR might have for its effectiveness and the 

security of its personnel. It is in this spirit that I would like to 

draw the attention of the Council to the fact that the proposed ban and 

the modalities of its monitoring do not yet enjoy the consent of all the 

parties." 

The Chinese delegation shares the concern of the Secretary-General. It 

should also be pointed out that the draft resolution in document S/24636 

embodies similar content to that in Security Council resolution 770 (19921, 

which authorises the u8e of force, and that, in particular, the possibility of 

using force in future is implied in other paragraphs of this draft 

resolution. China's position in this regard is known to all. 

Fur those reasons, the Chfneso delegation finds it difficult to support 

this draft resolution. 
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v  (interpretation from French); I now put the draft 

resolution (E/24636) to the vote. 

A vote -taken . 

In: Austria, Belgium, Cape Verde, Ecuador, France, Hungary. 

India, Japan, Morocco, the Russia11 Federation, the United 

Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the United 

States of America, Venezuela, Zimbabwe 

Bcrainstt None 

mt China 

s (interpretation from French)t The result of the 

voting is as follows: 14 in favour, none against, and one absention. The 

draft resolution has been adopted as resolution 781 (1992). 

I shall now call on those members of the Council who wish to make 

statements following the voting. 

Mr. (United States of America): In establishing a no-fly 

sons over Bosnia and Herzegovina the Security Council is taking an important 

stop to address the violence that has racked that Republic anti to support the 

efforts of the London Conference. 

Our support for this action was clearly stated by President Bush on 

2 October, when he obcerved thatt 

“At London, the parties agreed to a ban on all military flights over 

i306bL Yat the bombing of defenceless population centres has actually 

Prrrrrrrd -Y-B --I"-. 'FFk4r fl-r-n+. A;rrmn+A fnr hrlrrnn llfo ad lfnr e ~ltasnr -..-- ---3---- ----.. 7--.- --- ___.._ - _--- -.-_ 

agreement requires a response from the international community, and we 

will take steps to see that the ban fa respecte%.” 
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The London Conferonco Agreements reflect the approach of the 

international community to the crisis and include the concurrence of the 

warring partie in Bosnia. The proposed Security Council resolution codifies 

a ban on military fliyhto in Bosnia and Ileceegovina, an action specifically 

agreed to by Sosniaa Serb representatives. 

Our vote in favour of the current resolution raflects our view that in 

the case of violationu it binds the Council to further action. It is up to 

the pactieo themselves to carry through on all London coamaitmeats and this 

resolution calling for the banning of military flights over Bosnia and 

Herzegovina. Such responsible action would remove from thio body the need to 

consider further enforcement measures resulting from non-compliance. 

If, however, the current resolution is violated, my Gcwemneat will move 

to seek adoption by the Council of a further resolution moPndatiag enforcement 

of a no-fly sane over Bosnia ayrd Heceegovina. 

Mr. (India): The comprehensive set of decisiono and 

cecownendations agreed upon by all pactieo at the London Conferonce had caisad 

the hopes of my delqation, ae indeed of countries throughout the wcrPd, that 

an end to the agony of Bosnia and tlaceegovina was not far auay. One of the 

recornnendations was a baa on military flights ovar Bosniaa territory. ‘A%066 

flights reportedly bomb civilian centreo and disrupt humanitarian efforts and 

are obviously not conducive to building the etmoophora of confidenC0 that &c 

so essentfa? for furtherhg a political settlement of tho situation. 

Xoweve r , as the Seeret&cy-General has indicated in his letter addressed 

to the Council yesterday, military flights still operate ovor Bocnian 

airspace. In the drcumstances, concerted action by the international 

conmwaity, as capceaentad by thie Council, is clearly callad for. It Pa only 
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logical that the parties comply with the agreement they themselves have 

voluntarily sntered into. 

With this aim in mind, my delegation hae supported resolution 781 (19921, 

just twlopted by tha Council. That resolution has addsd a new element to the 

United Nations Protection Force's already heavy mandate. 
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(ME.) 

The practical modalities for implementing many of the provisions of the 

resolution still need to be worked out in the field by UNPROFOR and the 

working groups of the London Conference. 

An added unfortunate complication, as the Secretary-General has pointed 

out in his letter of yesterday, is that one of the Bosnian sides, namely the 

Eosnian Serbs, has yet to give its agreement to a comprehensive ban on 

military flights and to the modalities for its monitoring. 

My delegation fully shares the concern - which the Secretary-General 

considered serious enough to bring to the notice of the Council in writing - 

that this lack of agreement of one side could have implications for the 

effectiveness of UNPROFOR and the security of its personnel. 

My delegation has expressed the very same concern before the Council on 

several occasions in the past, most: notably at the adoption of Security 

Council resolution 770 (1992) in August this year, on which my delegation 

abstained. Indeed, without the agreement of the Bosnian Serb side, it will be 

impoosible for UNPROFOR to implement this resolution and to station observers 

at airffelds under Roanian Serb control. It i6 my de2egation’s hope thct the 

efforts of UNPROFOW, backed by the firm support of tie Council, will prevail 

upon all si&es to obtain their cooperation. 

In paragraph 6 of resolution 761 (19921, the Council undertakes, in the 

event that the agreements voluntarily entered into at London by all sides are 

violated, and their cooperation is not forthcoming, to conefder urgently 

further measures necessary to enforce this ban. 

My delegation agrees that the Council may have no option but to take 

further measures. The parties cannot be allowed to play around with their own 

agreements with impunity in such a dangerous and tragic situation. However, 

we believe that any such measures must conform strictly to the provisions of 
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(rnGharekhau, 

the Charter, They must remain under direct and effective United Nations 

command and control, which alone will serve to meet the concerns to which the 

Secretary-General has drawn our attention, and which we share, namely, that OE 

ensuring that the action is effective and commensurate, and that the security 

of UNPROFOR personnel can be ensured against the risks. We believe that these 

important end relevant aspects should govera any further action of the 

Council, which we earnestly hope will not be necessary. 

, r m (Austria): Austria supports the establishment of a 

ban on military flights in Bosnia and Herzegovina. This measure, which is 

long overdue, is indeed an essential element of ensuring the safety of the 

delivery of humanitarian assistance to the beleaguered population of Bosnia 

and Herzegovina. It is to be hoped that it is also a decisive step towards 

the cessation of hostilities. 

We note the views expressed by the President of Bosnia and HerZegOVina in 

his letter of 4 October 1992 to the President of the Security Council. We 

note in particular that a ban on military flights was already agreed to by the 

parties at the London Conference. Regrettably, this agreement - like many 

others before it - has not been kept by the Serbian side, whose aggression in 

the air has continued unabated just as it does on the ground. 

That is why the firm undertaking by the Security Council in the present 

resolution to take the necessary further measures to enforce this ban in case 

of its violation is of primordial i,mportance. We hope that it will not be 

necessary to do so, We also hope that the Serbian side will now realise the 

determination of the Council to bring about, at long last, an end to the 

slaughter in Bosnia and Hercegovina. 
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Mt. (Morocco) (interpretation froar French): We eagerly 

awaited the Loudon Conference with the hope that all the parties would put an 

end to hostilities, and especially with the hope that one party - regrettably. 

always the same one - would put an end to its exactions, Crimea and 

inadmissible practice&z in a aOV8r8fgn Stat8 that is a Member of our 

Organieation. 

Nothing today indicates that Serbia intends to stop its actions before 

its plan is fully implemented. That plan encompasses all of the horrible 

meauures about which we learn every day, unfortunately, with a greater or 

lesser degree of delay. The Council is seeking to deal with the situation and 

has been takiag action nearly every day. After considering the pueotion of 

var crimes, today we are taking up the matter of violations of airspace over 

Bosnia and Xiereegoviaa, armed attacks, as well as the bcmbingl of innocent 

civilians who have lost homes and property. V?8 trust that this action will 

have the effect of further discouraging those who have decided to violate our 

rules and values. My country and the Organiostion of the Iol~ic Conference, 

to which it belongs, certainly welcaoae this PW recolution, but we wish to 

consider it only as part of a whole which will ultimately force Serbia to 

ceafw all these mas6acreu and all this nightmare. 

s (interpretation from France): I shall now mike a 

statemctnt in my capacity au representative of Prance. 

‘f&e uituation in %oonfa and Hersegovfna, UnfortuWtely, continues t0 b8 

marked by fighting and daily borabix+ni Wie rvrr f*%'thrr C,$ tke s~ffeZiq= 

of the people of that country. 
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In particular, the continuation of aerial bombinge, in spite of the 

uudertakingc given at the London Conference on the ban of military flights 

over the territory of the former Yugoslavia, in our view callr for a clear-cut 

reaction from the international c-unity. 

The resolution just adopted eeems to me, in this ragard, to provide an 

appropriate reoponoe. In the text, the Council fully endoroeo the commitment 

of the parties, made at the London Conference, on establishing a ban on 

military flights. Uy delegation callo upon all parties to observe thic ban 

strictly. 

By this resolution, the Council also undertake@, in the event Of 

violations of the ban, to consider urgently the further measures necessary to 

enforce this ban. Thio in no way projudgeo the nature of the measures the 

Council might take in such an event. 

In the view of my Government, it was important for ouch a warning to be 

issued to the partiec concerned IO es to encourage them to abide by their 

cwbeitwntc forthwith. 

Laetly, thb Ftonch delegation hso studied with the greatert attention the 

Sacretary-General'68 letter dated 8 October, in which he, in particular, callo 

the attention of the Council to the oecurity of the members of UNPBOFOR. 'Ibis 

fo a matter of major importance. I pay a tribute to the peroonnel of the 

Force, axd repeat my Government's unreserved condemnation of attacks againat 

u#PROFOB, which, regrettably, have already claimed too army vfcttiS+ 01~20 

again, my delegation urges all parties to refrain from any action that might 

imperil the membera of the Force , which fc contributing so valiantly to the 

process of peace and reconciliation. 
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(The) 

I now rowme my fuwtions as President of the Council. 

There are no furtber speakers inscribed on my list. The Security Council 

has thus concluded the present stage of its consideration of the item on its 

agenda. 

The Security Council will remain seieecl of the matter. 

rose & 12-u . 


